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PREFACE

Cooperative education has, since the passage of the 1968 Voca-

tional Education Amendments, been in a state of rapid expansion. The

1968 Amendments gave priority for cooperative progra s to areas where

there were high rates of school drop-outs and youth nempThyment. The

concept behind this priority was that the students w uld stay in school,

learn a trade and become employable.' Thus they woul be removed from

the unemployment rolls.

There has been, for many years, much considerati n and debate of

the true value of the cooperative education approach. Yet this

approach has had rapid expansion at the secondary and oit-secondary

levels. Some of the new growth and expansion comes fr m Part G funding

under the 1968 Amendments. This raises further questions to the value

of coop, are programs being expended because they are good and needed

or because there are existing federal funds available.

, This study attempted to look at secondary-coopera ive education

in-its two forms, capstone and diversified occupation. These approaches

were compared with traditional in-school vocational pro rams.! This

study will give a strong comparison of the three vocational approaches,

thus providing vocational educators with,the value or lack of valueof

cooperative education.

Frederick G. Welch
Chairman, UndergraduatelStudies
and Continuing Education-,
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REPORT CAPSULE

Two thoutand one hundred sixty -five grguaffs (clat-s of 1972) of

i 4Y

/ three types of vocational programs were surveyed to determine tIteir
6 ---

degree of satisfaction with their high school programs zKid their jobs,

/and to obtain a description of their progress in the rorld of work.

The three types of programs were: 1) Total in-school vocational -

training, no cooperative work experience. ,(Total in-school vocational

program.) 2) In-school vocational training\followed by cooperative__
work experience in the senior year. (Capstone program.) 3) Jotal

cooperative work' experience with school programmed relate theory,
C;&

in-school vocational training. (Diversified occupati
4

Program.)

With the permission of the graduates, their employ rs were also

surVeyed. e employer questionnaire dealt wi their reasons for /-

//
hiring tdiese people and their satisfaction With the three types of

program graduates,, Oyerall the findings were very supp6rtive,,of^

vocational education, especially in the area of employment,. The

/ ..-

results of this survey shoaled/that graduates of vocational program

had a much lower unemploYment rate than did the/national-average of

all high school graduates, with the capstone graduates having the
. ..

, ,

lowest unemployment rate of the threelctiOnal programs examined
,.

by this study. Though overall,theiretults were good, th re-were, as

one might expect, areas where,there were wide differences. In general

the coop students, both capitone and diversified occup tions 00)

were more satisfied with the training provided-by the Comtination of

school anthemployment. They'generally 'obtained their jobs before

leaVing school, were more satisfied with the various aspects- of their

Nit

"
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job, and were paid more ($20 per week). They Were More satisfied with

the challenges and adjustments'ma& on their job, and would recommend

their programs to close friends and relatives lore so than the gradua es

of the total in-school vocational programs. The employers of the

'capstone and DO graduates rated these employees very high and f

demoristrated a high degree of skill when hired. They agree

coop graduates could work with less supervision, were more COD er4ive

and progressed faster on the job than did.the graduate of the total

in-school program.with no Cooperative-aspects. The employers of the

diversified occupations

employeps were in the t

doing similar _tasks.

rogram graduates felt that 86 rCeRt of these

p quarterin comparison witAther employees

Diversified occupations and, capsto e students had nearl\ytwice If

__the probability of beihg employed bore graduating from high school

than did'the total in- school gro

program who 'did n-Ot have jobs,

obtain their first job within a

4f those students -In the capstone,

tion, 50 percent were a le.to

week period following gradu tion.

This compares to 24 percent for the total in-school program' graduates

and 14 percent for the DO program gradua,* for the

Forty percent of the total in-s hool graduates di

me time period..

not hav_eob----

eight weeks following graduatj,In. The capstone d 611ersified occupa-

tion students had fewer job changes in the two year period since
OP

graduation. Twice as many cooperative education program graduates,

- both DO and Capstone, receiVO assistance in finding their first Rib

than the total in-schota vocational program graduates.' Two years

terraduation the findings were that the majority of those earning

'\
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per week were cooperative Oragram_grAduates,_and the majority

of those earning less tpan $100 per week were graduates of the total

in/school programs..

All 'in all, much more consideration must be given to the futureof

the, cooperative approach to vocational education. This study clearly

indicates a Strong poSitive reaction to cooperative education over the

total ill-school vocational program. There are a significant number of

written comments which appear in Appendix A. Tho'se comments b' the

total in-school program graduates were generally negative to their

educational process especially when discussing their vocational

programs.

4
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r ir ,Chapter I

ANTBOOUCTION

Background Information

With the passage of the Vocational Education Oct ,of 113, and the
",

.

Amendments of 1968 much attention was focused upon the need for more

occupational education-programs at the high school and post-high school

levels. This need is further' emphasized wheriane examines the

Statistical Abstract of
-,p

the United States for the Year 1973 (10).'%It

is noted there that only RO percent of the Youth entering the labor

market are in jobs requiring a baccalaureate degree. Therefore,

appeoximately 80 percept of those who enter the labor market have a

need foivocatronal education programs. Moreover our technical society

demands note only &large number of programs, but those 'of I' ghek

quality.

A major question facing vocational education was and is, "How can

we provide occupational education appropriate to the needs, interests,

and abilities of young people to prepare them to enter gainful employ-
,

ment, proess on the job and cope effectively with'Changjng tech-
_

nology?" In response to this question, vocational eduatioo has

developed'Many new programs employing different approaches to instruc-

, tion. They include shop laboratory experiences individualized in-

struction, self-iaughtun ts,' modular instruction, small and large

group instruction, and the cooperative approach.

The cooperative appro ch has receivea', and 'IS receiving much

attention by academic and v cational administrators alike. Cooperative

education is defined' mySe ion 175 of,the 1968 Amendments to the
, I

m

q
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Vocational*Education Act of 1961 as "a program of vocational education

for persons who, through a cooperative arrangement between the school

and employers, receive instruction, including required academic courses

and related vocational instruction by alternation of study-in school

with a job in any occupatignal field, but these two experiences must

\\ be planned and supervised by the school and employers so that each

contributes to the student's education and to his employability. Work

periods and school attendance.may be on alternate half-days, full-days,

weeks, or other periods.of time In fulfilling the cooperative work-
.

tudy program.!'.

perativ

. throug

tion is being adopted on a very large basis

the State of Pennsylvania. Most area vocational technical
\,

ols (AVTS), no -1 .loy cooperative programs as a "capstone" to

their tra .1 in sc I vocational program, wil01 a majority of the

vocational disciplineiTh ng this approach into their curriculum.

pstoneP approach the in-school vocational training is

axed bycooperativn the job training. Many high schools have

,contemplating cooRerative education program

fTathing in diNiersifiedoccupations (DO). These DO

programs he cooperative work experience with school programmed

related theo y, Th ngement permits\he offering of vocational

programs in schools that dO'hof req ired training facilities.

With the DO program tOere is usually no prior -school vocational

_training, thus most.of the instruction is don on the job.

'An examination of the literature related to the cooperative

approach shows many apparent benefits. McCracken (8) summarizes the
.p

major strengths of cooperative vocational education as follows:
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1. A favorable cost-benefit ratio.

2. Flexibility of scheduling of operation.

3. -A-broadening of occupational offering.

4. Job-oriented training4rograms.

5. eduction of unemployment in those completing the program.
/

64'Development of work reputation in students.

7. Improvement of student motivation.

8. Improvement of school-industry cooperation.

These and o4er factors make the cooperative approach attractive, but

here'i little evidewto substantiate the value of this apprbach

over any other.

-There is a need to determine the relative merits of the cooperative

approach when compared to the regular in-school vocational type program.

There is also a need to evaluate the various types of cooperative

programs. These needs are particularly evident in light of the present

and anticipated growth in cooperative education programs and the large

number of students, money, and energies that will be invbIved in these

programs.

10

The Problem

The purpose of this study was to comparOhe benefits of c opera-

tive vocational programs, in-school vocatiortl pro. combine.

tions of these programs. Specific areas of conc rn were:

1: The degree of student satisfacti

program.
.

2. The degree of student satisfaction with their present employ:

th their high school

men .
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3. The degree of employer satisfaction with the graduates of the

respective programs.

4.. Demographic data related to the students post-high school

experiences.

;

i

.. .

J

.

.

I. 111-
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relative merits

of the various types of cooperative programs when compared to the

regular in-school vocational type program. As a basis for assessment

the following criteria were compared:

1, Student satisfaction with their school rogram and their job.

2. Employer satisfaction with the grad tes of the respective

programs.

3. Student employment data.

In order that this study might be placed in a proper perspective a

review of the related literature was undertaken:

The literature reviewed in this chapter was characterized under

the following headings:

1. Review of related litefature - cooperative vocational educa-

tion

2. Review of related.literature - the theory of work adjustment,

work satisf and work satisfactoriness.

Review of Rel ted Literature /Cooperative Vocational Education

Cooperative vocational educition is by no means a newcomer to the

.American educational scene.

The roots of cooperative education are found in the
activities of certain engineering colleges in the early
1900's. The University of Cincinnati and its Dean Schneider
are credited with the development of a plan for giving
engineering students practical job experience, mainly with/
local machine manufacturers. As early as 1915, ten
New York City high schools introduced experimental

..a..601

.0'
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cooperative programs. Other isolated or sporadic
attempts at school and work, programs were attempted,
vinly in some of the larger city high schools. A

Cortplete, if temporary, demise of all such efforts was
brought on by the great American depression, and it
was not until after the end of World War II that the
widespread development of cooperative education programs
as resumed (6).

The Pennsylvania Department of Education in its, Guidelines to

Initiate and Operate a Cooperative Vocational Education Program

presented the following definition of and purposes for cooperative

ti

vocational education:

The basic purpose of cooperative vocational education
is to provide occupat4eniftraiiing-through the use of
business-and industrial concerns and to' help bridge the
gap between school and employment. Cooperative vocational
education programs take a school curriculum beyond the
four walls of the high school and use the community as
its classrooms. The facilities of the local business and
-industries are used for the vocational classroom and local
craftsmen are the instructors. It offers the blending of
high school instruction with on the job experience.
Training is offered where regular preparatory training
could not be offered. It is also used as a 'capstone
activity in a traditional vocational prograM. Cooperative
vocational education cannot only offer a variety of
occupational areas but can also accommodate many levels
of training from semi-skilled to the technician level.
The program can provide training at the junior high school,
senior high school, post-secondary, and the adult level (1).

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the United State

Senate in 1968 appraised the cooperative approach to education. They

stated:
S.\

The part-time cooperative plan is undou tedly the best
program we have in vocational education. It consistently
yields high placement records, high employment stability
and high job satisfaction. Students cannot be trained
faster than they-can be Placed. The availability of
training stations with employA's is limited to the need .

of the employer (1).

There are, however, some areas of concern with cooperative pro-

grams. Cooperative education is susceptible to business recessions,
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since a smaller choice of jobs would reduce its educational potential.

Stewart Collins in discussing the promises and pitfalls of cooperative

education noted that:

The very nature of its mechanics, students alternating
periods of academic terms with periods of full-time
employment, means to many employers that cooperative
students are hired under the heading of "temporary
personnel". When employment cutbacks have to occur,
cooperative students appear to be either easily laid
off or not rehired the next time they are available
for employment. This can and will happen despite the
best-laid plans of employers, students and coordinators
of such programs. It particularly happens with larger
employers where the decision-makers possibly do not
even know that such students are on the rolls, much
less know them as individuals.

Those of us who are involved ln cooperatiVe
education really do not expect an employer tohire as
many students during a recession as he would normally.
On the other hand, coordinators do not expect 'to have. -

the total program removed under such conditions, but
would rather expect that some attrition should take

place perhaps proportionate to the cutbacks of-the---
regul4r employees (3).

It has been noted that recessive times the ability of the gradu-

ate of a cooperative program to secure a permanent position is actually-

very high compared to those graduated who do not have experience" (3).

° A cooperative program should however include alternate plans for

students in the event that they are laid off due: ,to an unusual circum-
,v

stance such as a business (5).

Another area of concern in cooperative education is therelation-

,k

ship of the student and. the money he is paid as a salary for his./

employment. It is one of the most attractive reasons. for a student to

become involved with copperatiWeducation as it may well 'provide him

with the means for carrying on his education. However, in 'criticism

this financial incentive can overpower his rationality in job' selection.

4,.

.13
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There is a great danger that if given a choice the student will select

employment which is.more rewarding financially instead of a lower

paying position which might be more edudational or interesting. Coop-
_

erative education probably attracts some students who must'or prefer to

value financial income more than learning situations. If so it is the

emphasis the individual chooses rather than the fault of the cooperative,

program. As the program itself represents a refreshing. laboratory of

experimentation the student must be spurred by those in charge to

derive as many benefits from the experience as possible (3).

Most vocational authorities agree that the success or failure of

the cooperative education program rests with the coordinator. The

coordinator is the key link between the employer and the employee. It

is his constant supervision that prevents program misdirection. The

Pennsylvania Guidelines for Cooperative Education noted that:

The majority of employers are willing and enthusiastic
about working with the school in developing the student,

/- but proper supervision/is Tecessary to prevent an
employer from offerinly limited training or encoar-

c(
aging the student to: quit school and work full time (1). ..--

. 1 %

The precedi paragraphs have eluded-to the purposes: promises,

.
.

and pitfalls of 7operative vocationaLeducation. John Struck,

Pennsylvania State director of Vocational Education, with the following

statement emphasized the need:

Vocational shops and laboratories can be Provided'
only where a reasonable, number of people are available
to benefit from such an offering. Cooperative Vocational
Education is an excellent technique to expand and extend
the occupational training opportunities available to
meet the needs and interests of many more students than
the occupational training opportunities available to
meet the needs and interests of many more students than
those being trained today (1).

.13



Review of Related Literature - The Theory of Work Adjustment,
Work Satisfaction, and Work Satisfactoriness.

In 1968, Dawis, Lofquist and Weiss (4) published- a theory of work

adjustment which was based on the concept of correspondence between an

indidual and his environment. The individual brings into this

relationship his requirements of the environment. At the same time the

environment to which the individual enters imposes certain require-

ments upon him. In order to survive, the individual and his environ-

ment must achieve some degree of correspondence. It is then a basic

assumption of this theory of work adjustment that,each individual seeks

to achieve and maintain correspondence with his environment.

There are several kinds of environment (home, school, work, etc.)---

to which an individual must relate. Therefore achieving and main-

(

taining correspondence with one environment may effect the correspond-

ence with which one achieves and maintains in another efOronment.

Work represents a major environment to which most individals must

relate. Into the work environment the individual brings certain

occupational skills. These skills enable the individual to respond to

the requirements of the work environment. The :rewards provided by the

work environment enables it to respond to the requirements of the

individual.. When the requirements of the individual and of the works

environment are mutually fulfilled tHe individual and the work environ-

ment are described as correspondent. In a case'of work then, corre-

spondence can be described in terms of the individual fulfilling the

requirements of the work environment and the work environment ful-

filling the requirements of the individual.
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When an individual enters a work environment for the first time, his

behavior is directed toward fulfilling its requirements. He also experi-

ences the rewards

ence bet

he work envir\mment. If the correspond-

ahirthe work environment exists, he seeks to

tain it; if he fails to fin orrespondence:, he seeks to establish

it; or failing in thiS attempt, be/will leave t e work environment.

The stability of co spondence between the individual and the

work environme s manifested as tenure on the job. The achievement

of mi correspondence enables an individual .to remain in a work

environment. Remaining in the work environment inturn allows the

individual to achieve more optimal correspondence and to stabilize the

correspondent relationship. As correspondence increases the probability

of tenure increases and the projected length of tenure increases as

well. Conversely, as correspondence decreases both the probability of

remaining on the job and the projected length of tenure decreases.

Tenure is the most basic indicator of correspondence. It'can be said

that tenure is a fp..neCgn of correspondence between the individual and

his work environmen17.-:-

From the outcome:Of correspondence end tenure, Dawis, et al. (4)

added the ooncepts: satisfaction and satisfactoriness. If the

indi'vidue'has sUbtantial tenure, it can be.inferred-that he has been

.fulfilling the requirements of the work environmen If the individual

fulfills the requirements of the work environment he is def'ned as.a

satisfactory worker on the other hand if the work eny nment fulfills

the requirements of the individual he is considered to be a satisfied

worker, Therefore satisfactoriness and satisfaction indicates a.

correspondence between the individual and his work enVIronment.

\
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%
Satisfactoriness an4d satisfaction then are basic indicators of the

. .,/
,

degree of Success an-individual'has achieved tn' maintaining correspond-

ence between himself a
I

d his work environment. Satisfactoriness is an

4.,

external indicator of correspondence. It is derived or obtained from

sources other -than th individual'worker's appraisal of his fulfill-

ment of the requirements of the work environment. Satisfaction on the

other hand is an iternal indicator of correspondence. It presents

the/individual wqrker"-s appraisal of the extent to which the work

eviron6gi:fulfills his requirements.

Robertson (9) conducted a follow-up study of. cooperative and non-

cooperativ education graduates from a single high school. He was

interested in determining if the experience graduates gained while

enrolled in a cooperative education program would enable them to

express a significantly higherdegree of job Satitfaction dt compared

to non-cooperative education graduates. He'reported no significant

difference'be-tween the two groups. lk

Matteson (7) in a study limited to WiSconsin Vocational Agricul-

tural programs reported a higher percentage of expressed degree of job -

satisfaction by graduates who were employed in jobs for which they had

trained for in secondary schools. On the other hand those grddiates

who were empl6yed in jobs unrelated,to.their training expressed a

lower degree of job satisfaction.

Carlson; Dawis, England, and Lofqui§t conducted a study to

develop criteria majors of employment satisfactoriness. Their study

defined satisfaction and satisfactoriness in the following manner:

"Satisfaction" consists of those variab/es wych
represent the individual's view of his "wprradlustment."
These variables'reflect the individual's eyluation of
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his irrk situation in terms of how satisfied he is with
the many aspects of work, e.g., the type of work activity
he engages in, the people he works for and with, the ,

conditions-under which he works, compensation he receive
for his work. These variables might then be considered
as reflecting the extent to which the individual's
expectatibns-concerning work have been fulfilled.

"Satisfactoriness" includes those variables which
represent the employer's view of the individual's "work
adjustment." The employer presumably is concerned with
the indivtdual primarily as an employee. That is, the
employer views the individual's "work_adjustment" mainly
in terms of how,well he performs his job. Thus the
employer's view provides an organizational criterion
while the individual's view represents an individual
criterion.

"Satisfaction" and "satisfactoriness" are therefore
separate, although not unrelated, classes of criteria.
To be meaningful, they must refer specifically to one
particular job of the individual.' That is to say,
"satisfaction" should more accurately read "satisfaction-
with-this-job" and "satisfactoriness" should-be
"satisfactoriness-on-this-job%" To.beeven more precise,
"satisfaction" and "satisfactoriness' should referto a
specific time-point during the individual's tenure on the
job. The pattern of satisfaction-satisfactoriness on One
job indicates "job adjustment," while the pattern of° ---
satisfaction-satisfactoriness over all bs-,:r-eflects"

"work adjustment." Thus, the c n t-of-"job adjustment"
may be advanced as/distinc rom, but part of, "work
adjustment."

'"Satisfac ion" and "satisfactoriness" are evaluative
criteria. such, employment deciAions and actions may
result fr them. Promotions, transfers -, quits and firings
are examples of such decisions and actions: Patterns of
these'decisions and actions and the work history of the -.

/Individual are significant indicators of work adjustment.

/
t.
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Chapter III

PROCEDURES

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to make a comparative evaluation of

three types of vocational education programs:

1. Total in-school vocational' training, no cooperative work

experience. (Total in-school vocational program.)

2. In- school vocational training followed be cooperatjve work

experience in the senior year. (Capstone program.)

3. Total cooperAtive work experience with school progranimed

related theory, no in-school vocational training. (Diver-

sified occupations program.)

The data utilized in e evaluation of these programs was obtained

as a result of surveys involving the program graduates and the

employers of these"graduates. The basic approach to the surveys and

the evaluation'of the results is'outlined in Figure 1.

Survey Population

The study focused'on the gradqpting class of 1972, therefore the

students involved in this study were surveyed approximately 18 months

after graduation. The year,1972 was selected as the earliest year

that could provide a relatively large sample of students who had

graduated from the three types of vocational education programs being

evaluated in this study. Much consideration was given to the time

span:between'graduation.and survey so that a maximum of information

might be available as a basics for determination'of graduate satisfac-

tion and.satisfactbriness.
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" 0

The schools selected for this survey woul e among those wha,

in the spring of 1972, Khd represented to their graduating class those

who had completed the total in-schdol vocational program and those who

had completed oneof the cooperative vocational education programs.

0

With thdk ove criteria in mind) and with the consent and,,cobpera-
o

tion of the schbol administration and staff, seven Pennsylvania schools

were selected to part /cipate in the survey. The schools were:

1. Altoona Area Vocational jechnical School

2. Lancaster County Area Vocational Technical Schools

a. Brownstown

. b. Mount Joy

c.' Willow Street

3. Lebanon County Vocational Technical :School

4. Lehigh County Vocational'Technical School

5. Tyrone Area High'School,

The number of graduates from vocation'al.programs in these schools

varied from 75 to 539, with. the total number of vocationa3 program

graduates from ,the seven schools being 2,165.. This entire v?cattonal

program population (2,165) was surveyed."

$ From this parent p pulation of 2,165, two sub-pdpulations were

identified:

1. Vocational Programs

a. Total in-schoc0 vocational training

b. Capstone pro'gram.

c. Diversified occupations program

2. Curriculum ,

a. Agriculture

I

9

ft I
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b. Business Education

c. Distributive Education

d. Health

e. Rome Economics

f. Trade and Industrial

The identification'ofvocational program graduates was, of course,

necessary to permit,a comparative evaluation. The identification of

the curriculum sub-population permits a within program examination, and

a more'detailed comparison:

Itis felt that the vocational programs offered-in these seven

schools are representative of programs offered in most "high schools in/'

Pennsylvania. However, the variability in such parameters as

vidual preferences, school philosOphies, and economic condi would

tend to encourage caution when making generaliiations beyond the frame-=`--....,

cwork ofthis,study.

e

Data Gathering Techniques -

The follow-up questionnaires used in this study 'were directed to

the graduates of the three types of vocational programS being-examined

by this study, and the -employers of.thOse graduates.

'Graduate Questionnaire

This survey instrument (Appendix C). was cqnstruc ed,,to provide: a

demographic profile of the graduate, infolvation rela ad to the gradu-

ates satisfaction with his high schoo)..program-and is present job, and

information dealing with the ralati,4hip between, he graduates program

and. his- present job.
I,

1^.

I I
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Identifier. This questionnaire utilized an eight digit "iden-

tifier" to provide a basis. for analysis within this study. The follow- .

1

ing information is contained in the identifier.

DIGIT 1 - SCHOOL IDENTIFICATION

1 - Altoona Area Vocational-Technical School

2 - Brownstown (Lancaster County Area Vocational Technical

Schools)

3 - Lebanon County Area Vocational-Technical School

4 - Lehigh County Vo'Cational-Technical School

54- Mt. Joy (Lancaster County. Area Vocational Technical
111

Schools)

6 - Tyrone Area High School

7 - Willow Street (Lancaster County Area Vocational Technical

SChbols)

DIGITS 2,'3, 4 - STUDENT IDENTIFICATION

pple: 001 - 516

DIGIT 5, 6 - GRADUATION YEAR (72)
40'

DIGIT 7 - PROGRAM TYPE

dotal in-school vocational training program

2 - Capstone program

3 - Diversified occupations program

DIGIT 8 -.CURRICULUM

1 - Agriculture

2 - Business Education

3 - Distrib tive'Education

4 - Heilth

11
- 1 -113

t.
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.Home Economics-

- Trade and Industrial. .

Demographic Data. The answers to Questions 1-7 and 11 descri

the'graduates present occupational status and his occupational expe-

riences since graduation.,

Occupational Program/Occupation. Questions 8, 9, and 10 direct

themselves to the relationthip between the graduates occupational

program and his present occupation, the placement activities of the

high school, and the vocational program emphasis 'on attitudes concern-

ing,employee-employee and employee-employer relationships.

Satisfaction (Job). Questions 12a-12e deal with the graduates

satisfaction with various aspects of hi present job.

Satisfaction (High School/Occupational ,Program). Question 13a is

related to the graduates entire high school education while Questions

13b-13d, and 14 are directed specifically to the high school occupa-

tional program,and the Aaduates satisfaction with these items.

Additional Survey Information. The survey questionnaire requested

the name and address of the graduates present employer and immediate

supervisor. This information being necessary as an input to the

employer survey.

The students permission was requested prior to contacting he

employer and THE EMPLOYER WAS CONTACTED ONLY IN THOSE CASES WHERE

GRADUATE'S PERMISSION WAS GRANTtD.
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The em loyers questionnaire in Appendix E focused on the area of

employee sati' actoriness. These survey results were correlated with

the appropriate graduate response by the use of student "identifier"

described in the preceding section.

The broad area of employee satisfactoriness was separated into

two basic topics: skill and attitude.

Data Analysis

The results of both the graduate and the employer surveys were

initially analyzed by using FORTRAN IV library program FRANM (12).

This frequency analysis of multiple choice program was utilized to

obfain: frequency distributions, means, and, standard deviations.

Additional outputs of this program were also used to determine

response percentages.

Those survey questions having a Likert responte were tested for

significant differences between the means for the three groups being

examined. The Behrens Fisher t test, FORTRAN IV libii program

UNPAIRED (13) was used for this analysis, and the means were tested

for significance at the .05 level. The following respohses were

examined:

A. Graduate Survey
0

1. Question 9

2. Question 10

3, Questions 12a, b, c, d, e

4. Questions 13a, b, c, d

(30
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B. Employer Survey

1: Question 1

2. Questions 2a, b, c, d, e

3. Questions;'3a, b, c, d, -e

The responses to Question 14 of the graduate survey were tested

for significant differences in ce obtained response patterns by rng

the Chi-squared analysis at the .05 level.

4

f.

O.



Chapter IV

LIMITATIONS

As a result of interviews with the administration and staff of the

survey schools and with students. and employers involved in this survey

thefollowing limitations to this study have been identified.

The year 1971-72 was for many schools the firA year of ion

. -

for a cookrative vocational education progratn, The coordinators were

new to the job'and the program was new to business and industry in the

community. In many,instances the scheduling problems encountered by

VTS/sending schools were severe; and,the coordination of schedules

.between schwl.and'industry was equally difficult.

For One of the survey schools t 1.71 -72 school year was the

first year of operation in a new- chool building. As a result the

1972 graduates of.this school syst had varied vocational backgrounds:

1. One year of vocational training (which would have taken

place in the new school).

2. Three years, of vocational training (one Year-in the new

schood) andztwb years in another vocational system from which

wt v

they had transferredk.

In general 1972 wa-s a year of growth n the Pennsylvania voca-

tion and cooperative vocational education, in its infancy,

was growing rapidly.

This study has used as one of its vehicles for program evaluation,

a survey of the graduates of the respective programs. In a sense this

study compares:the experiences, att4tudes, and opinions of the-gradu-

ates of the various programs. For thisapproach to be totally valid'it

.11

0
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would tie necessary for each student who wanted to be a part of the

cooperative program to have had that opportunity. Thi's is not always

the case. Many schools will permit only their "best students; to
+6.

enter the cooperative program, and in partial defense of this

approach many employers will accept only the "best students." The

group of students described as having "total in-school vocational

training" is therefore made up of two grgups.

1. Those who wanted the total in-school vocational prO§ram.

2. Those who had two years of in-school vocational training and

had requested the cooperative program in their senior year,

but wer.irejectedbecause of past performance.

As-was noted in the Review of the Literature, local economic

4

conditions are important factors in the operation of any cooperative

vocational education program. Economic conditions are, -of course,

very important factors relating to the probability of any vocailoriA
----

prograp'graduate obtaining employment. Therefore, local economic

conditions should be considered when comparisoni-lie made etween
.

.

.

...

those schools and conditions described In this study and any other

situation.

a

4



Chapter V

FINDINGS

These findings are based on the responses of the graduates and

employers involved in this study. Useable responses were obtained

froth 67 percent o the graduates and 58 percent of their employers.

The findings are as follows:

Graduate Survey

Total

In-school

Vocational
Training
Program

,(INSKL)

Capstone
Program
(CAP)

Diversified
Occu ation
Pr gram

0)

1. Present Status: r

Employed full-time ,68% 72% 75%
Employed part:time 6% 6% 2%'
nemployed, looking for
work

4% 2%; 2%

Unemployed, not looking
for work

4% , 2% 9%

Military service 7% ' 7i 0%
College, full-time 6% 3% 5%
College, part-time
-School,.(not cbliege)

full-time
1% 1 'a

School, (not college)
part-time

1% 1% 0%.

Other (specify) 3% '' 4% 7%

The statistical abstract of the United States for the yea-r 1973

lists the unemployment rate for those who graduated from high school in'

.

1972 as 10.9 percent and the unemployment rate for those who dropped

out of high school, in 1972 as 19.2 percent: The results of this survey
A - e'

show that the graduates of the vocational programs a much lower,
. .

rate of unemployment Van the national average for high school
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graduates, with the capstone program graduates having the lowest

unemployment rate of the three vocational programs examined by this

study.

The.fact that the employment rate for the vocational program

graduates is relatiTely high is reflected in the low number continuing

k
44 their education at this time. The respondents to this survey indicate

that less than 10 percent of the graduates of any of the vocational

programs are attending college or post-secondary institutions. These

numbers are considerably-less than the 30.2 percent of the United

States population bet ee' ages between 18 and 24 who are attending

college.

2. Upon completion f your
high school prog am,'did
you want t i .in employ-
ment in your Held of

. --occupational study?

Yes

No __

Undecird

Despite the relatively high employment rate it should not -be

assumed that sucgeseful completion of.a vocational program assures

(INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

65% 77% 59%
18% 10% 27%
17% 13%- 16%

___Llii4yment in the trade area of ones choice. A comparison of the

answers to Questions 2 and 9 would indicate that many who want to work

in the area'-for which they have trained are working in non-related

areas. The faCt that 35 percent of thejn-school vocational program

graduates, 23 pertent of the capstone program griduates, and 41 percent

of the diversified occupation program graduates did not want to obtain

employment in their field of occupational study might well be indica-

tive of the need for an increased development of career awareness prior
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to student selection of their occupational program. The survey

respondents who are not interested in obtaining employment in their

field of occupational study may be representative of those who

completed programs which were second or third choig.

3. Had you obtained your first
full-time job before leaving
high school? (INSKL) (CAP) (po)

Yes 39% , 69% 71%
No 61% 31% 29%

This survey shows that a much larger percentage of the cooperative

program graduates obtained their first full-time job before leaving

high school than did the graduates of the total in-school vocational

training program. These findings are not totally unexpected since for

many of the cooperative program graduates the first full-time job is

an outgrowth of their training prograni.

The large percentages of cooperative program graduates having

their first full -time job prior'to graduation could be reflective of

several additional factors:

The desire of employers to hire "experienced" personnel.

2. The cooperative program graduates are often mo-re experience0-

fh the job interviews than are the graduates of the total

schO614ocational programs.

4. How many weeks after high
i school did you obtain your

first full-time job?. (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

0-2 weeks 24% 50% 14%
2-4 weeks 20% 15% 0%
4-8 weeks 416% 11% 50%
more than 8 weeks 40% 24% . 36%

0
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Whereas the respolise to Question 3 was suggestive of all coopera-

tive program graduates having a high rate of employment prior to gradu-

ation, the response tO pluestion indicates that the capstone program

graduates have a much higher degree of success in finding employment

quickly, than do either the graduates of the total in- school program or

the DO program. The difference betweenthe graduates of the total in-

school program and those who completed the capstone program could be

indicative of the value industry places on experience. The differences

between the capstone and the DO programs may reflect the fact that DO

students are sometimes trained in areas of lesser numerical demand, and

if they are not successful in obtaining full-time employment following

graduation at their training station they may not find local employ-

ment in their area of interest. An example of this sort of situation

might, be a student who was trained to be a very competent watchmaker

by the only watchmaker in town.

It should be noted that 4=8 weeks is the approximate buration/Of

the summer vacation and is not uncommon for a graduate who Foes not

have continuing employment at graduation to postpone seeking employment

until after the summer vacation..

\

5. How many full-time jobs

.

---

have youllad since finish- .. '. --
ing high school? (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

1 job 43% 46% 48%
2 jobs -351 35% 33%
3 jobs 13% ,1'3% 1.5%
more/ than 3 jobs 8% 6%' 5%.,

There is very little difference in the'employM6nt patterns related

to this question. The response to this question might best_be viewed

3
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in the light of Question 2 and 9 which indicate that many graduates who

want to work in their field of occupational study have not been able to

do sa; therefore, they may view their initial jobs as interim positions.

the answers to survey Questions 6 and 7 are descriptive in nature

and were compared with the graduates vocational curriculum to ascertain_

the validity of the responses to Question 9.

8. Were you introduced to your
present job through your.
,high school program? ' (INSKL) (CAP) (DO).

Yes 1,5% 33% ' 26%
No 85% 67% 74%

This response is indicative of=siinimal job placement activity in
, . .

the secondary school. The cooperative pr8grams have somewhat 'higher

responses, and this might be expected since in many instances the

graduate is hired at his training station, but the relatively-low

ratings across the board seems-to be identifying an area in vocational

education where an increased emphasis ls required.

9. To what extent did your
high school occupational

.- program teach ,iou the skills
---- required on your present

job? i (INSKL) (CAP) (DO).

very much 16% . 19% 15%
much 16% 17% 18%
some , 25% 28% , 15%
very little 10% '14% 23%
none 33% 22% 34-

..

There was a significant difference in the response pattern to this

question when tested at the .05 level, with the graduates .of the

capstone program reporting a:greater use of those skills acquired in

their occupational program than did the graduates of the total
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in-school vocational training program. Their was no significant dif-

ference between the response of the DO program graduates and either the

capstone or the total in-school graduates.

Once again as was noted in discussing the response to Question 2 a

fairly large percentage of graduates are not using the skills acquired

ili their occupational program on their present job.

\l)

10. To what extent did your
#

tigh school program teach
you how to get along with

-- people on your present s

.

job? , (INSKL) (EAU (DO)'

' very much 22% 19% 15%
much 20% 18% 28%
some 36% 39% 38%
very little 11% 14% / 15%
none 11% 11% 5%

,

. .

There Wa5' no significant difference observed in the response Oat-

terns, to this question. The general indications are that the vocational

programs are helpful in de-veloping good inter-employee relationships.

11. In what range does your
weekly salary fall' (before
deductions)?

less than $70
$71: - $80
$81, - $90
$91 - $100
$101 $119
$111 - , $120-
$121 - $130
$131 - $140 -...,

$141 - $150, ..-
$151 - $160

. $161 - - 4170
$171 - $180
$181 - $190.,
$191 - $200
over $200 .

e

(INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

9% 8% 11%
7% 5% 8%

' 8% 3% 5%

9% 6% 5%
11% 6% 3%

7% 11. 9% 14%
9% 8% (3%
6% 6% 3%
6% 8% 16i
7% 14% 3%
5% 4% 3%
2% 7.% 5%

3 4% 0% .

, 2 3% 0%

'5 10% 22%

The graduates of the capstone program, with an average weekly

salary of $139, are earning more thigleither the DO program graduates



($136) or the graduates of the total in-school vocati nal proir-am

($117). Once again'the experience of the Capstone.gr duates and the

DO program graduates-,appears to be a very important ctor.

12. On my present job, this is
i;- how I feelabout:--

(a) The chance to do

I

something that makes use,
of my abilities.

very satisfied -

satisfied
undecided

-'crissatisfied

very dissatisfied
.

There was a significant difference observed in the response to

(INSKL) (GAP) ,(DO)

28% 32% 42%
41% 40% 32%

* 15% 12% 11%

11% 10% '11%

° 5% 6% 5%

this question with the capstone' program graduates indicating a greater

use of their abilitieson the job than did tlie graduates of the total
,

in-school program. There was no significarit differences,measured

between the DO program graduates and the graduates of either of the

other programs being examined; This response. pattern is in agreement .

with the response to Question 9.

(b) The amount of pay I.

receive for the work I do.

very satisfied
satisfied
undecided
dissatisfied
very dissatisfied

( INSKL) ,(CAP) (DO)

, ,15% 11% 16%
:45% '44% 42% '

14% , 16% 24%
18% 19% 13%
7% or% -5% 5%

There was no significant difference in the response patterns to

this questiorit .The slightly higher degree of satisfaction for the

coo er i e program graduates would be expected in the light of the

higher salaries being earned by these employees.

43
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(c) The chances for adVance-
ment on this job. (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very satisfied 17% 22% 26%
satisfied 35% 34% 26%
undecided 23% 16% 18%.
dissatisfied 18% 18% 26%
very dissatisfied 8% 10% 3%

There-was,no significant difference in the responses to this

question'. Approximately one-half of the graduates expressed satisfac-

tion with the chances for advancement on their job. Many are undecided

or dissatisfied and this might be expected since many have indicated

that they are not working in their area of interest.

(d) The working con -

dittons. (INSKL) (CAP) (60)

very satisfied 28% 22% 21%
satisfied 50% 50% . 47%
undecided TO% 14% 13%
dissatWied 9% 8%
very d-tsatisfied 4%

.
6% 11

A large number of graduates seem to be satisfied with their work-

ing conditions, with na significant differences observed in the

response patterns.

(e) The feeling of accom-
plishment I get from the
-job.'":' (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very satisfied
satisfied
undecided
dissatisfied
:very dissatisfied

23% 28%' 24%
50% '43% 58%
16% 15%, 8%
7% 9% 5%
4% 6% 5%

Approximatgly three7quarters of the respondents indicated that

they Were satisfied with the feeling of accomplishment,they get from

their jor When this is coupled with their feelings related to working

A. t--conditions and salary, it appears that the respondents to this- survey
.

are generally satisfied with their entry into the world of work.

.

2

-
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1-3. How satisfied are you with
the following:

(a) Your high school educa-
tion?

very satisfied
satisfied

-undecided .

dissatisfied
very dissatisfied

,

(INSKL) (CAP) (Do-)

21% 20% 19%
50% 52% 45%
13% 13% 17%
12% 12% 14%
3% 4% 5%

(b) The type of high school ,-

occupational program you
were enrolled in? (i.e.,
total in-school occupational
training, in-school occupa-
tional training with senior
year cooperative work
experience, no in-schoo4

occupational training -..
total cooperative work
experience program.) ,

very satisfied
satisfied
undecided
dissatisfied
very dissatisfied

C

(INSKL)

24%

51%,

15%
7%
2%

1

(CAP)

31%
49%
10%
7%

2%

(DO)

27%

54%

15%
5%

. 0%

The graduates generally expressed a feeling of satisfaction with

both their overall high school education-and their occupational

*gram. The capstone graduates were found to indicate a significantly

greater degree of satisfaction with their occupational program than did

those who completed the total in-school program. This could well be

dependent upon
4
the higher number of capstone graduates who tare working

in their chosen field, and receiving more pay.

4

(c) The content of your
high school occupational
.program? (INSKL) *''-- (CAP) (DO)

very satisfied
.

20% . 19% 21%-
satisfied , 54% 57% 50%
undecided 14% 11% 12%
dissatisfied 11% 11% 14%
very dissatisfied 1% 2% 2%
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(d) The quality of your
high school occupational
program? . (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very satisfied
satisfied
undecided .

dissatisfied
very diisatisfied

24% 24% 24%
52% 55%, 46%
12% 12% 22%
10% 8% 5%
2% 2% 2%

The response to this question indicates that there is a relatively

high degree of satisfaction with the content and the quality of the

high school occupational programs, with no significant differences

observed in the responses of the three'program types.

14. Knowing what you now know
about your high school
-program and the. world of

work, would you recommend
the program you completed
to a good friend? .

Yes
No-

If "No", what program
would you suggest?

Vocational.program (total
in-school Vocational

training,-no cooperative
work-experience) ---

Vocational program (in-
school vocational training
followed by cooperative
work experience in the
senior year)

Vocational program (total
cooperative work experience,
with school programmed
related theory)

College preparatory

Other (specify)

(IN9KL) (CAP) .

1.

(DO)

76% 87% 80%
24% 13% 20%

0% . 12% 0%

4

47% 0% 56%

27% 43% 0%

0

13% 17% 22%

14% 29% 22%

There was a significant difference-observed.in the response pat-

terns to this question, with the capstone program graduates voicing She
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strongest recommendation for their program.. It should be noted however

that a large majority of the graduates responding to this survey would

recommend their program to a friend. Those who would recommend a

change voted rather strongly in favor of a cooperative program.

Employer Survey

In discussing the results of the employers survey it should be

noted that the number of responses from employers of DO program

graduates was quite small, and as a result tests for significant

differences between the DO program and the others being examined would

have little validity. It should be noted however that the employers

,of DO program graduates who responded consistently rated their employees

highly.

1. How much did this person's
vocational or technical
training influence your
decision to hire him?

very much
much
some

little
none

Total
In-school

Vocational Diversified
Training Capstone Occupation
Program Program Program
(INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

14% 13% 0%.'4

22% 33% 20%
32% 28% 80%
13% 13% 0%
18% 11% 0%

When viewing these figures one might keep in mind that many of the

graduates are not working_in the area for which they had trained. -How-

ever the training was in general an influencing factor.



2. To what extent did the person
demonstrate the following
traits when he/she was first
employed by your company?

(a) Demonstrated the skills
and abilities needed for the
job

very much
much
some
little
none

a

(INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

14% 20% 20%
36% 46% 40%
39% 22% 40%
10% 4% 0%
2% 7% 0%

The employers appear to be satisfied with the background of these

employees. It should be noted however that many are working at entry

level positioni with some of the jobs being unrelated to the area of

study.

(b) Demonstrated positive
attitudes toward the job

very much
much
some
little
none

k-

(INSKL) (CAP) (DO

31% 39% 40%
43% 41% 160%
21% 13% 0%
4% 7% 0%
1% 0% 0%

The vocational graduates received high scores across the board in

this area which many employers noted as THE MOST IMPORTANT.

(c) Demonstrated abilit' to
work with minimum superVision (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very much 20% 31% 20%
much 35% 33% 40%
some 30% 19% . 40%
little .13% 17% 0%
none 2% 0% 0%

The ability to work with minimum supervision was rated quite high
..

,

for most - graduates with the_cooperative program graduates scoring

slightly higher in this area where experience could be a factor.

01......
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().Oemonstrated problem- , giL

---------- -solving-dbiTities,-=- (--INSitt----:- (CAM- ADO)

very much, 12% 11% 20%
much 28% 30% 20%
some 36% 44% 60%
lIttle 19% 15% 0%
none 5% 0% 0%

The vocational graduates generally demonstrated good"problem-

solving abilities. It should be noted that some of the entry level

tasks might provide very few opportunities to demonstrate these

abilities.

(e) Demonstrated cooperative
,working relationships (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very much 35% 46% 20%
much 41% 30% 80%
some 19% 22% 0%
little 4% 2% 0%
none 1% 0% 0%

In this very vital area the employers appear to be well satisfied

with all graduates. The cooperative program graduates were rated

slightly higher in this area.

.3. To what extent has this
person progressed in compe-
tency in the following traits
since becoming an employee
of your company?

(a) Progressed in essential
skills and abilities. (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very much 41% 44%. 60%
much 33% 39% 40%
some 20% 17% 0%
little 5% 0% 0%
none 2% 0% 0%

(b) Progressed in attitude
.

toward the job (INSKL), (CAP) (DO)

'very Much 34% 43% 40%
myth 34% 33% 60%
some 20% 15% 0%
little 9% ,,.., 9% 0%
none 3% '10 0% .. 0%



(c) Progressed in ability
to work with minimum
supervision (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very mitch

much 47
some

little ,

none

34% 41% 40%
30% 37% 60%
20% 15% 0%
11% 6% 0%

5% 2% 0%

(d) Progressed in problem-
solving abilities (INSKL) (CAP) (DO)

very much
much
some
little
none

25% 28% 40%
31% 33% 40%
28% 30% 20%
10% 7% 0%
6% 2% 0%

(e) Progressed in cooperative -v .0,4

working relationships with
other employees (INSKL) (CAP) (DO) ,

very much
much
some

little
none

39%
,

49% 40 %,.

39% 32% 40%, ''''

16% 17% 20%
4% 2% 0%
6% 0% 0%

The indications are that the vocational graduates have shown much

progress in the world of work. There are two areas where the capstone

graduates were rated-Significantly higher than.the graduates,of the .

'- total in-school vocational program, 13a and 13c. These areas could

well reflect the additional on-the-job experience of the capstone

graduate and the fact that to a greater degree he is working in the

area for which he trained.

. Now would you please consider
this worker with respect.to
his over-all competence, the
effectiveness,with which he

performs his job, his profi-
. ciency, and his general over-

all value. With all-these
factors in mind, where would
you rank this worker as
compared withhe other people

AC u



of similar experience whom you
now have doing the same work- -
or if he is the only one _doing
this type work, how does he
compare with those who- have
done the same work in the
past?

In the top 1/4
In the top half but not
among the top 1/4.

In the bottom half but.not
among the lowest 1/4

In the lowest 174
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(INSKL) (CA (DO)

47% 44% 80%
32% 41% 20%

17% 13% 0%

4% 2% 0%

The employers have consistently ranked the graduates of the voca-:

tional programs quite high: The DO rogram aduatO being ranked

extremely high in this category.

.

Graduate and Employer Comments

The survey questionnaires were developed so that they could be

completed with little written comment and generally required only a

series of checkmarks. However, there were a significant number of

comments on the graduate returns (see Appendix A): These-responses

were mostly in connection with qUestionsrelated to satisfaction with

their school program. The comments usually (about six to one)

expressed a negative attitude towards some facet of their program or

the teaching in their program. For the most pet, the in-school

vocational students were in some way criticizing their instructors

and/or the shop, or lab program. The graduates of the total in-school

vocational program were most critical of their vocational instructors.

It should be noted that two years have elapsed since these graduates

completed their high school program. This would tend to indicate that

they had extremely strong sentiments about the questions to put their

responses in writing. The employers also made comments but relatively
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few (see Appendix A). You willalso note that these comments were

generalbrffeOtive but with too few to make any judgments.'

0
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Chapter VI

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Graduates of the vocational programs in Pennsylvania's secondary

schools (1972) appear to have had little difficulty entering the world

of work. This seems particularly true of those graduates with skills

acquired in a cooperative vocational education program. For many of

the - cooperative progragraduates (70 percent) the first full-time job

was acquired prior to leaving high khooil, and was in many cases an

outgrowth'of their training program.

Although not all graduates who 'want to obtain employment in their

field of occupational study have done so at this date, a larger per-
. I

cegtage (76-80 percent) are making use of the skills acquired as a

result of their high' school occupational program. The graduates of the

captone program indicated a greate'r ability to find work quickly, and

in an area related to, their field of interest than did the graduates of

the other programs surveyed. It has long been known, that experience is

a great teacher - perhaps it is the preferred teacher.
.

The skills acquired in vocational education programs do blot go

unrewarded. This is particularly true of the graduates of.theicoopera-

tive programs. The graduates of the capstone programs report weekly

earnings of $139, with the DO program graduates earning $136,, and the

total in-school vocational program graduates $117.""The higher salaries

__:..

and the greater ability ta find work
y

related to their areas of :interest
I

seem to be reflected in the g'raduates degree of satisfaction both with
,

1 ,

.
.

jobs and vocational programs. The graduates of the Cooperative programs

t S'



dicated,a greater degree of satisfaction than the graduates of the

total in-school,vocational prograM, with the capstone program graduates

reporting a slightly higher degree of satisfaction than the DO program

graduates.

The employers opinion of the vocational program graduates. in his

employ is perhaps best summed up by the response to Question 4. All
.4

(100 percent) of the DO program graduates were rated above average in

e , c.

their over-all job competence effectiveness and.vproficiency. Eighty-
,

five (85) percent pf the capstone program graduates, and seventy-nine

(79) percent of the total inrschoo) vocational program graduates were

rated aboveaveragesin these areas by their employers.

Thefindings of ttli suryeyindicate that graduates of the,coop-
,

erative vocational programs have a better preparation for the world of

work thanigose having Only the i-s,choolt vocational training. This.is

,

verified by'the,opinions Of the graduates, the opinions of the employ-

4 11

ers, and the salarjes. paid to tWrespective program,§ra0uates.

t. 4 Recommendations
. .a.. . %. :

Since cooperative"occupaijonal programs appear fo'be highly

regarded by many students and the graduates of these programs rated

. 'quite highly by their employers it would seem reasonable that more

students be provided the opportunity to have this experience.

This increase should be an increase in scope and not merely
t.

numbers. .There isl-easOn to believe that many schools in many states

.utilize the cpperativeapproach as a means of trai ing only the very

best students. However, the Vocational Education Act of 1963,arld'die

ATendments,of 1968 seem to.be speaking toa much larger clientele..
. , f

.. ..,"

,
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t ,

Indeed, the group Most often rejected by:some cooperative programs is
. ,

. .

the group singled out by the amendments as those who-shbuld receive

priority - the student encountering problem% with schobland the normal

school setting.

The expansion of cooperative programs to better sere all students

would not be easy. It would undoubtedly require greater efforts in

placement'and'may /indeed require some techniques not' presently utilized

In ti'le average cooperative program. I# the increased efforts result

in better trained, better satisfied graduates - and citizens, the

rewards will by far exceed the efforts.

' ".
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REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS FROM

GRADUATES AND EMPLOYERS

The following unsolicited comments are representative of those

received in the graduate and employer survey. These comments are

identified by a modified "student identifier," which will indicate

"type of program" and "curriculum."

Graduates' Comments

Senior year of high school helped very much in deciding occupa-

tional plans (----7232).

.Even though part-time job through the vocational program taught

me very little about my job now, I was very thankful for t. The job

experience alone was enough to help me get the job I wanted (----7222).

Find out from local employers where they will need workers in the

next few years and teach these skills at the vo-tech school for those

jobs (----7216).

1 ,believe that your survey should ask some questions about the

administrative aspects of my education (----7216).

I don't consider my wasted years in high,school as an education

,but as an obstacle course. White in high school:the only thing I

worked for was getting a diploma, not education. You le.arn faster

when you are out of school becaUse then, learning isn't manditory. I

hated school; never got "mug shots" in'stupid year books. Didn't go

to ceremony where you wear a black monkey suit with a square hat. Vo-

tech never had anything to offer me. I liked carpentery, so I took '

woodshop. They made you build little houses anddo things.that were

4pring, so I went int() Commercial Arts because I liked to draw. Got
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good grades, but after I got out of school, I never wanted to pick up
\\\

another paint brush, let alone draw a picture. Because of this,.I

skipped often and took off enough days so I could at least bare

through. So I was mighty glad when I got,that piece of toilet paper.

called a diploma (----7216).

I'd recommend more of 'a specialty than a variety (----7223).

High school program introduced me to no jobs. Have teachers that

know what they are-doing

Very sorry I chose retailing course as my vocational program. No

use to me now. Sorry I did not take complete secretarial program,

(----7223).

More stress on accuracy (secretarial program),;,should learn more

about office not just classroom (----7212).

I think anyone of the vocational fields at my high school would

be good (----7212).
L

Would recommend business, but was not satisfied with college

preparatory program (----7212).

A better vocational program with better more experienced teachers

(-r--7216).

I would not recommend my field because the field of floriculture

is hard to get into at pre'sent. Just look into all possibilities,

because one must have a very open view when trying to find your place,/

in society and the job world (----7211).

Now a days you need something extra, espeCially if the man of the

house would get sick (----7211).

-01
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em to take the .t Vo-tech that I took.

it'ss really a good program if you get into the rig t-ffeld

7

The atio .1 program is very good bilt ,teachers should be chosen

more carefully. (It makes a he difference in the world.) (----7213)

Would like to COv more practical everyday financial necesSfties

such as more ipth study of tax requirements and personal banking

involvement (loans, interest,'morta()

I can't say that I know that much about my high school program

haying not applied myself very well (----7216).

Most Vo-tech schools give theory-and experience,but give little

or no time as to troubleshoot,. They don't have time for anything but

principles of operation. People that benefit, know what they are

doing before they go. Very dissatisfied with all' of them because if

you know nothing when you go you don't gain anything and I PUt-my

heart into everything I do (

I was very pleased with y Vo-tech ,program. I worked ata job

in my field of horticulture for over a year, at the end of that time

I had become foreman. I now have moved and started a Garden Center

& Nursery of my own. My opening date is April 15, 1974 (----7221).

I would recommend same program but different occupation with a

better teacher (----7216).

Go out and get a job where you. get paid for your work (----7216)1.

I'd suggest a Vo-tech course only if I could get in theliela in

(which I would like to work in. In going in Vo-tech you should get one

choice, if that would be filled DO NOT,TAKE ANOTHER COURSE, JUST TO

GET A TRADE (----7216).

)3
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Betterinstructors who fully understand the vocation themselves,

also they must fully instruct the student (----7216).

-More money shOuld be allocated for more modern equipment in

vo-tech schools (-7-7226).

More technical manuals should be made available to the students

--7216).

Was enrolled in three year food service and management program -,

`fabulous - truely learned and enjoyed experience. Haven't found

decent paying position'for which trained (----7216).

Free school for good friends (----7226).

Enjoyed and learned much in vocational program. Never want,$)e-

work in sewing factory, which was all the program can offer (----7226).

I would advise going thru high school with vocational training

and furthering their education in college (---- 7226).

Find student place to put to use knowledge they were taught at

vo-tech schools. Does,.not train students far.a second chance to=find

a place in the working field (----7226).

I recommend vocational program for the entire schoi'f- day, with,

heavy emphasis on math (related to field or not) then followed by

cooperative work experience in the senior year (----7216).

In vo-tech school I had Data Processing and I have found the job

opportunities in that field are very slim (--'--7216).

Before attending the vocational school I hadno idea of what I

was going to do with my ife but now I have set some goals and have

some direction (----7214).

I would like to know how the selected grOup of graduates was

picked (----7216).,

11
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I was working in my field of study and would have liked to stay

in but it Wasn't enough money. I would like to go back into it after

marriage and might pen my own shop (----7216).

N.O.Y.B. (none, your business) to number 1, 6, 7 and 11. Also

did not give employer's name and address (----7216).

Needed more supervision and organization of program, more know-

ledge of what hairdressing is like in a shop itself (----7216).

I would like to tell you that I did take a vocational course. The

course was plumbing. I tried for at least 1-1/2 years and I didn't

like it. I am satisfied where I am now (----7216).

Teadhers who are more concerned about the students welfare:

example 1) making them develop more speed and accuracy which is

required on the job, 2) helping secure jobs after training so that it

will not be wasted,,3) more concentration on actual work and less on

term papers such as "Chemical composition of shampoo" and more like

"Theory on hair coloring" (----7216).

Dear Sir: Would you please send me any material that you have on

a computer programming course. Thank-you (----7222).

We never learned how to make the best of things (even when the

. times are rough - although school made everything seem like it was

all "peaches, n' cream"). I feel I could have learned more by being

put into situations, rather than by trying to imagine and wonder what

would I do until after graduation. When I can practice what I know

and learn. I will learn something everyday until the day I die.

Learning never ceases (- - -- 7222)!

Vo-tech schools shouldn't be built up as much as they are
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WheniI entered vo-tech I was told how well I would be making out;

I 've been out on my own for 1-1/2 years doing my own work and decision

making. I'm married, with a son and only take home $85 a week

(----7226).

I feel that there could be a better program. The half day at the

home ichool and half day at vo-tech just does not work out. Lost to

much time out, of the classroom going from one school to another

--7226).

Wouldn't recoMmend any program. No two people's interests are

,totally the same, person has to decide mainly for him or herself

(----7226).

There was no theory, entirely to much work without knowledge

(----7226).

I would like to work in my field but the salary, working condi-

tions, advancement, benefits around my home town are not for my

occupation (high school) what they are at my present job (--- 16).

' I enrolled in an occupational program to get away from the

regular classes. I have now found it was a mistake for mysel

(----7216).

Quit school as soon as possible (----7211)!

It's awful hard to /learn from a teacher who disrespects you and

is trying to bust you (----7211)!

On the job training it the only way ( - - -- 7226).

Wish I would have studied more. Our instructors didn't teachus

anything (----7226).

I will not consent to my employer because "I have no faith in so

called confidential stattis" (7---7216)!
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When in vo-tech school having trouble with teacher. Feels vo-tech

has come a long way since graduation. Even though 'dissatisfied with

program, would recomn1end vo-tech to a friend as long as they are sure

what kind of work'they Want. :A lotof, kids jumped at chance of

vo-tech: 1) New, 2) One way of only 1/2 day of high school classes.

Many found it difficult to handle or became bored. I was interested,

but teacher did poor job of teaching class. Feel it's wrong to give

student 2nd choide at what program they would like if accepted in

vo-tech (----7215).

Program of electronics was taught very well, but for that type

of work you need more than just one year and you need a degree an

employer would trust (----7216).

Revise whole school system so some children start at older age.

Thus when the child is in 9th grade when he has to make decisions of

type of course he would like to enroll'in he knows more of what he

would,like to do.' Also unlimited number Of creative artcourses and

available for expansion with greater chance to expand perspective so

'at the time of graduation he is better prepared to deal with the

people of the world and will be starting at point 10 instead of point
-

. .

one. 'Think of how much farther America could be in all fields (also

social revolution would be excelerated) if the high school graduates

could at the time of graduation jump right into a field of work he has

total interest jn (the young mind is so creative, it's unfortunate the

world looses so many ideas in those years of indeciveness many present

high school kids are experiencing) ( - - -- 7212).
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Like myself, many of my friends can not possibly be expected to

-know what field of endeavor is most suited to their respective

personalities, goals,"and philosciphies, prior to actual :experience

(----7216).

_..0,tech was a very big help to me (----7226).

High school program was very boring and uninteresting in what I

wanted to learn. When my chance to attend.vo-tech - found such a

situation very helpful (----7216).

Should not have cosmetology in vo-tech school at all. Liked the

fact of chance to take a vocational training course. Not enough

discipline in course - roam through halls, entering other classes.

Teacher knew as much about subject as students - nothing. Learned

more from substitute and night school. Not fully attended vo-tech

'-
school - if lt had not been for the school, I would not have been able

to afford to learn a trade and I also would not be able to have the

jobs that I have now (----7216).

Two year program I completed was not oriented towards finding a

job in that occupation once graduated. Training was not adequate to

prepare for job (----7212).

School had"worthwhile program. High school can't give comple

program but with vo-tech school- can come pretty close (----72

Employers want experienced 4elp but aren'twill4n to give you

the experience (----7216).

Please-do not send any more forms. I didn't use what I learned in

vo-tech, I am an apprentice electrician - I took Data ProceSsing in

school (----7216).
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*High school,cdurses helped mach in preparing for college. Vo-teth'" .-
. . .. ..:-

teacher taught me separate from rest of class - it wasedrafting .
,

course (meChenical) I'was uninterested so he gavetie arch drafting
. .

instead like I asked him to-do (---77216).,
4-

Vo-tech commercial art class had no or very little effect as job

,.!*

experience anyWhere and everywhere I've looped - college or nothing

- ,

I

More expersiende would be obtained by performing job related tasks

--7216).

You learn very little out of a book about carpentry as far as
, .

getting on the job and getting it done (---L7216).

However I feel that most of the vocationalteaching should be

'given in e classroom by qualified teachers (----7226).

z, 'out td plants and see how curtain 'jobs are dune. I found this
4 .

, 1 -..
ery good in ldarning thihgs about certain jobs. I frecommend to take

. /? .

a few tours during the year (---- 7216).

4 Employers' Comments

Miss is too quiet - give very little feed-back (----7212).

He now heads an installation crew with one or two helpers.

---7216).

This former employee had very good attitude, but, lacked mechanical;_

ability necessary for the job ( - - -- 7216).

-He is an average carpenter, but no consideration (----7226).

He is no longer employed by us (---1.7216).

Since the employee received his vo-tech training in the electricals"

shop-, but is not doing this typ of work it is impossible to evaluate

his training in relation to the job ,(-77-7226).

0
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g Oiss. is not doing the work that she pee0ared for at your.

e.0" S
6> , \ a l'" ..`1,' ' school: She is a food service worker in a hospital. I rated her as

. .
,

-a food service worker (---766).
.

.. ° J
0 0.. #.... '0Accepted job not related to trapihg (-07216). . a . ^ 4t I

*.1, ., . ' . ; ..
One of the best (----.72/6).

. ..

0 .° ..,
i V

6 #. . 11 .. ...o ..
V. Had no direct contact with,co-op spRervisor fOr eniarre:nertpo

1/

t, ... t

*
4. .

.

ro

(--;-7231)%

Not employed any more (----7214).

This employee is not working in the field he had taken at vo-tech

presently. He is hqwever a satisfactory employee and does his job

well on a production line (----7216).

.
,.

If the Department of Education is really concerned aboL\t superior
. .

.
.

education,
,

they mightdei welrio encourage the creation of cohditions

that will= allow children to work more freely at earlier ages.

Certdinly there are rtsks.but the ben6fits far outweigh the risks. If
o

a child has not learned to enjoy the responsibilities of work by abe

16, it is generally difficult afte,r that (-L--7216).

This is not a:reflection on vo-tech training - seemed to

*loose interest in his' (----7216).

°This employee'is no longer w - -- 7216).

This person is no longer with us. A conflict in ct tons and

attitudes made it necessary .for us to let him go (----7216).

Unfdrtunately, ---- is stilT,attending a technical school and

. Tvaluption of him is based only on his activities in the janatorial/

maintenance functions. I definitely would hire him,as a technician's
,

ssi, stant,but he is planning to continue his studies (----7216).
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, is my spn. He grew up-on
%-

the farm, 'though has .many' other
. \4t ...,
interests. Real good. worker he has great mecha9ical intei:e ts. He

.6..,A,% _7. .

Ti. fix -it boy. 'He beats me all hollow (----7216).

4., . . -,. ,0

I was not' aware he had 'technical when I piredhiplel
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

College of Education
Department of,Vocattonal Education

'April', 1974
1

*
- M

0

)

247 CHAMBERS BUILDING

UNIVERSITY PARK, PENNSYLVANIA 16802

Dear Graduate:
4

It-is now oVee,a year since you completed high school and your,
occupational preparation prograM. The Pennsylvania Department df
Educatioh is very much interested in your experience since graduation.
Therefore, your high school and the Penn State-Department of Vocational
Education aft cooperating on a follow-upsurvey of a selected group of
graduates from the class of 1972. r

The information you provide will help in the evaluation of the
effectivenessof your high school program. And will provide a basis
for improving future occupational programs. Nor-

. r

<,* Please complete and return this questionnaire inthe enclosed
stamped self-addressed envelope. It should take approximately 5-10'
minutes.

All information is-strictly confidential and your name will not
be associated with'thjnformatiori you give.

Thank you for your valuable assistance.

FGW/pes
'Enclosures

,°.
A

, ..
Sincerely yours,

Culf-4 ppwA
Frederick G. Welch

Chairman, Undergraduate Studies
and Continuing Education
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
247 CHAMBERS BUILDING

UNIVERSITY PARK. PENNSYLVANIA 16802

College of ducation
Department of VOCA onal Education

May 1.974

Dear Graduate:

Approximately three weeks ago the Department of Vocational Education
sent to you a questionnaire.

As was noted at that time, the Pennsylvania Department of Education
is very much interested in your experiences since graduation% Therefore
your high school and the Penn Sate Department of Vocational Education
are cooperating' on a follow-up survey of a selected group of graduates
from the class of 1972'. Sind we have not received_ybur respopse to our
first request, we art se/Win§ along a second questionnaire. t,

The information you provide will help in the evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of your high school program. And will provide 4 basis for improving
future occupational programs.

Please complete and return this questionnaire in the enclosed stamped
self-addressed envelope. It should take approximately 5-10 minutes.

All information is strictly confidential and your name will not be
associated with the information you give.

Thank you for ur valuable assistance.

Sincerely yours,

-AP(41.1444.

Frederick GWgich
tbaiTmen Undergraduate Studies
and Continuing Education

f

FGW/pes

Enclosures

r
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
247 CHAMBERS BUILDING

UNIVERSITY PARK, PENNSYLVANIA 16S02

CaegeofEduciaion

Department of Vocational Education

May, 1974

Dear Graduate:

I would like to than you for your response to the survey question-
naire you receivg 'weeks ago. The information you provided will
assist us,4reatly in the evaluation of occupational programs'in Pnnsyl-
vania.

In order that we might further evaluate the effectiveness of your
high school program we are planning a survey of the employers of your
graduating clasS. And with your permission we would like to include
your employer in this phase. of the study. This questionnaire, like all
other information received on this study will be CONFIDENTIAL., Your
cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

.Sincerely yours,.

0;x14-4,84?).E.e&
Frederick G. .Welch

Chairman, Undergraduate Studies
and Continuing Education

FGW/pes

Enclosure

Please check your desired response and return this form in the enclosed
stamped self-addressed envelope: /

ill,]; I will notip , consent to my employer being contacted
by th Penn State Department of VOcational Education.

Your signature
_please

(Identifier)

. 79
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Identifier: Graduate's Name:

Present Employer's Name and Address:

Immediate Supervisor:

(name)

. ,(street) (city) (state) (zip)

1. Present Status:

Employed full-time College, full-time

Employed part-time College, part-time

:Unemployed, looking for work School, (not college) full-time

Unemployed, not looking for work School, (not college) part-time

Military service Other (specify)

2. Upon Completion of your high school program, did you want to obtain employment in your

field of occupational study?

Yes No Undecided

3. Had you obtained your first full-time job before leaving high school?_
Yes No

(If "Yes", go to Question 5 - If "No", go to Question 4).

4. How many weeks after high school did you obtain your first, full-time job?

0-2 weeks 2-4 weeks 4-8 weeks more than 8 weeks

5. Howmany full-time jobs have you had since finishing high school?

1 job . 2 jobs 3 jobs more than 3 jobs

6. What is your present job title?

7. ,Briefly describe your duties on your present job.

8. Were you introduced to your present job through your'high school program?

. Yes No

. 9. To what extent did your high school occupational program teach you the skills required

on your present job?

very much much some----- very little none

)0. To what extent did your high school program teach you how to get along with people on

your present job?

very much much some very little none

11. 1.n what range does your weekly.salary fall (before deductions)?

less than $70 $111 - $120 $161 - $170

$71 - $80 - $130 $171. - $180

$81 - $90

_$121..

$131 - $140 .$181 - $190

$91 - $100 $141 - $150. $191 - $200

.$101 $151 - $164:- over $200
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12. On myrpreient job, this is how I feel about: .

(a) The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities.

very satisfied satisfied undecided dissatisfied very dissatisfied

.(b) The amount of pay I receive for the work I do.

very satisfied satisfied undecided dissatisfied very dissatisfied

-(c) The chances for advancement on this job.

very satisfied satisfied undecided' dissatisfied very dissatisfied

(d) The working conditions.

very satisfied satisfied undecided dissatisfied _very dissatisfied

(e) The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job.

very satisfied satisfied undetided dissatisfied very dissatisfied

13. How satisfied are you with the following:

(a) Your high school education?

very satisfied satisfied undecided dissatisfied very dissatisfied

(b) The type of high school occupational program yoy were enrolled in? (i.e. total in-
school occupational training, in-school occupational training with senior year
cooperative work experience, no in-schqol occupational training - total cooperative
work experience program.)

very satisfied "satisfied undecided dissatisfied very dissatisfied

_(c) The content of _your high school- occupational prograe_

very satisfied satisfied undecided dissatjsfied very dissatisfied
...,

(d) The quality of y6ur high school occupational program?

very satisfied satisfied undecided dissatisfied very dissatisfied

14. Knowing what you now know about your high school program and the world of work, would
you recommend the program you completed to a good friend?

Yes No

If "No", what program would you suggest?

vocationalpp-ova -school ocational training, no cooperative work
experience)

ational program (in-school vocational training followed by cooperative work
experi n the senior year)

vocational Program (total cooperative work experience, vith school programmed
related.theory)

college preparatory

other (specify)----

k
73
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THE PENNSYLVANIA' ST-ATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE QF EDUCATION

247 CHAMBERS BUILDING

UNIVERSITY PARK. PENNSYLVANIA 16802

Department of
Vocational Education

Area Code 814

865-2597

June, 1974

t

Dear Empcloyer:

The Pennsylvania Department of Education is very much interested in
the quality of the var0ous types of vocational programs offered in our .

State. Therefore, a selected group of high schools, their graduates from
the class of 1972, and the Penn State Department of Vocational Education
.have been cooperating on a follow-up survey.

As part of our survey we requested permission to contact the graduates'
employer. One of your employees was a part of our surveyand with their-
permission we are submitting to you the enclosed survey form.

The informatiOn you provide will help in the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the various types of high school -programs. And will
provide a basis for improving future occupatipnal programs..

Although the quAtions refer to the employee named on the qu stt1 onnaire
your response will be coded so that only the program identifie related to
your employee will be used. .

.

t
.

, /

All information is strictly confidential, neither your name nory ur
employee's name will be associated with the inTormatiOn yougive.

For your convenience a stamped self-addressed etivelpe as been enclosed.

Thank you for your valuable assistance.

Sincerely Yours,

j014(---\
Frederick G. Welch

Chairman, Undergraduate Studies
and Continuing Education°

JMS/pes
EnClosures

,75
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CONFIDENTIAL

TO THE EMPLOYER OR SUPERVISOR: As part of our evaluation of Pennsylvania's Occupational
PrOgrams, we need yuur response to a few questions concerning the following employee.

EMPLOYEE: y PROGRAM IDENTIFIER:

1. How much did this person's vocational or technical training influence your decision
to hire him? -.

very much much
----7---

some little none

2. To what extent did the person demonstrate the following traits when he/she was first
employed by your company?

a) Demonstrated the skills and abilities
needed for the job

b) Demonstrated Positive attitudes to-
ward the job

c) Demonstrated ability to work with
minimum supervision

d) Demonstrated problem-solving abilities

e) Demonstrated cooperative working re-
lationships

3. To what extent h6t this rson progressed
becoming an emplo your company?

_____

a) P t. essed in essential 'skills and
abilities

b) Progressed in attitude toward the job

c) Progressed in ability to work with
minimum supervision

d) Progressed in problem-solving abilities

e) Progressed iiT'cooperative working
relationshipsswith7other employees

very
much much some little_ none

competency in the following traits since

very
much much some little none

4. Now would you please ,consider this worker with respect to his cier-all -competelitE, the
effectiveness,with which he performs his job, his proficiency, and his general over-all

value. With all these factors in mind, where would you rank this worker as compared
with the other people of similar experience whom you now have doing the same work--or
if he is the.only one doing this type work, how does he compare with those who have done

the same work in the past?

In the top 1/4

-In the top half but not among the top 1/4

In<the bottom half but -not among the'lowest11/4

In the lowest 1/4


